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Abstract
Defined as a continuity solution on the muscular-osseous-tendinous chain of
the knee, ensuring the extension of the leg on the thigh, the traumatic rupture
of the knee’s extensor apparatus is often reported in literature. They are
dominated by patellar fractures. The patellar or quadricipital tendon damage
is rare and even exceptional in a bilateral topography. The aim of this work
was to highlight the clinical case of bilateral rupture of the patellar tendon of
late diagnosis, occurring in an adult with a particular field. It was an adult,
who presented a bilateral rupture of the knee extensor apparatus following a
minimal traumatism. Anamnesis found a chronic kidney disease correctly
follow-up. The diagnosis was delayed so was the surgical management
(Krackow’s technique and protection by a metallic frame). At 8 months post
surgery the functional result is acceptable. The bilateral rupture of the patellar
tendon stays a rare pathologic entity, which always seems associated at a particular field. The diagnosis delay (and so did the care) is an important bad
prognosis factor. Treatment of this old form (unknown) is exclusively surgical.
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1. Introduction
Ruptures of the knee extensor apparatus are uncommon. Most of the time the
rupture is expressed under a patellar fracture form or under a quadricipital tendon lesion form [1].
On young patients, violent traumas by direct or indirect shock are the most
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frequent reasons.
Much rarer are the atraumatic forms or following a low energy trauma that
occur on pre-existing lesions or particular field and are the prerogative of the
elderly.
A rigorous and methodical physical examination is essential in order to make
a rapid diagnosis, key to a rapid therapeutic management only guaranteeing an
optimal functional result.
The clinical picture is very expressive but, in spite of this, certain ruptures are
not diagnosed initially [2]. Bilateral ruptures are difficult to diagnose [3].
Authors report a case of unknown bilateral rupture of the knee tendon on
adult on particular field. The objective of this work was to highlight this rare
clinical entity and to discuss the therapeutic method and prognosis through a
literature review.

2. Case Report
This is a 68-year-old man, retired received in consultation for severe knee pain
with difficulty during walking. Following a misstep at his home, he fell with reception on knees in flexion. The initial investigations (realised in a non specialised center of the place) have mentioned a knee contusion and an analgesic
treatment has been prescribed in front of the persistent symptomatology (deficit
on the active leg extension and difficulty during walking), the patient was seen at
consultation 2 months later.
The anamnesis highlighted a past medical history of chronic kidney disease
under treatment since 5 years.
The clinical examination showed a deficit during active knee extension, a bilateral depression on the anterior part of the knees. Palpation found “anormaly”
ascent patellas, without any induced pain or signs of intra-articular collection.
There was no evident sign of frontal or sagital laxity. X ray showed anormal patella ascent with a Caton-Deschamps’s [4] index superior to 1.2 on the two knees
(Figure 1). Magnetic resonance imaging asked was no realised.
The diagnosis of old patellar’s tendon rupture was retained and a surgical indication posed. The intervention was realised in two operating times separated
by 04 weeks. The surgical approach was anterior following Krackow’s technic
(trans-osseous tendon reinsertion inside patella) associated to a metallic strapping in eight number (Figure 2). For the analgesic aim, we placed a posterior

Figure 1. (A) clinical aspect of the knees, bilateral anterior depression; (B) and (C) radiographic aspects of the knees, bilateral patella alta, best viewed on profile.
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splint plaster during a maximum of 15 days. The post-operative x-ray showed a
satisfying patella height. A cautious and progressive re-education was instaured
and continued a long time. After 8 months, the Parker’s score [5] was 7. He
doesn’t present pain, but a residual flessum, more pronounced to the left (110˚5˚-00 to the right/110˚ - 15˚-00 to the left) (Figure 3).

3. Discussion
The postponement of this unusual clinical case in an elderly subject and attaint
of renal insufficiency was aimed at discussing therapeutic modalities and prognoses.
The patellar’s tendon rupture is rare and 28% are unremarked during the initial care. The patella’s tendon rupture arrives in the 3rd position of the knee extensor apparatus ruptures, after the transversal patella fracture and the quadricipital tendon rupture [6]. No case of bilateral rupture was observed in our
ward in 15 years of common practice. Our clinical case is singular by its bilateral
topography and by the initial diagnosis unknown character (fall from his
height).
Patellar’s tendon bilateral ruptures (traumatic or atraumatic) are very rare,
mostly on health subject.
Then some authors 8, 9 [6] [7] suggest that when they occur after 40 years

Figure 2. Per-operative. (A) pattelar’s tendon desinsertion giving a bald patellar point;
(B) bone-tendon suture and enhancement by an 8 strapping.

Figure 3. Functional evaluation at 8 months post-operative (A) knees flexion; (B) and (C)
left and right residual flessum.
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they must be correlated with an associated pathology or with favoring factors
such as autoimmune or systemic diseases; Corticosteroids, tendinopathies and
chronic metabolic disorders 8, 9, 10 [6] [7] [8].
The taking of fluoroquinolones or a repeated corticoid infiltration, or anabolisant steroid abuse are also reported as promoting factors [9]. Those pathologies
are sources of reshuffle (amyloid deposit, collagen synthesis alteration, tendons
vascularisation alteration) linked to a chronic inflammation which weakens
tendon.
The interest of this clinical case was that our patient suffered from chronic
renal failure, without other factors favoring. Moreover, the initial diagnostic
failure is in agreement with the conclusions of Siwek [2] for whom bilateral
ruptures are rare and difficult to diagnose.
The evolution of the present case towards an old, unrecognized form was
therefore a diagnostic challenge as well both radiological and therapeutic.
At the clinical plan, some elements lead to confusion. Then, sometimes the
loss of active knee extension is masked partially by the relative fins integrity,
which makes suspected other lesions like knee sprain. This clinical diagnostic
error was probably the case of our patient. Only an attentive clinical examination objectives capital signs as: knee tumefaction; a painful under-patellar
depression and an abnormally ascending kneecap.
On the standard x-ray, face and profile, the patella is ascent. The axial impact
at 30˚ - 60˚ find the “ sunrise” sign with the disparition of the articular space and
superposition of the patella on femoral condyles. Caton-Deschamps’s radiologic
index [4] permit to objective the degree of the patella ascension, which unfortunately as in our clinical case (bilateral lesion) can not be compared to the
controlateral side. In doubtful forms, unknown or old, the magnetic resonance
imaging stays the gold standard. This last has diagnostic, therapeutic and prognostic interest. It confirms the rupture, appreciate the residual tendinous stump
prejudging its biomecanic value [10] [11].
from the diagnostic precocity and the rapidity of the immediate therapeutic
care depend the functional prognostic. An early reconstruction (before 6 weeks)
give the best results.
In the precocious reparations, all [3] [12] [13] are unanimous on the systematical protection of the reconstruction by a metallic or synthetic lacing whatever
the type of reparation(termino-terminal suture or trans-osseous re-insertion
according to Krackow).
Beyond 6 weeks, difficulty to restore the patellar’s tendon length and then the
patella repositioning (centering) increase because of adherences existence,
fibrosis on which is associated a retraction of the quadriceps and/or residual
tendinous stump. Litterature propose a lot of technics [14] [15] using autograft
(semitendinous, gracilis, fascia lata) or allograft (patellar’s tendon, Achille’s
tendon) whose the choice stays a school business. For our patient, we prefered
the krackow’s technical despite this long diagnostic delay, because of the bilateral
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topography and also fear of aggravating morbidity on this fragile field (chronic
kidney disease). Actually, there is no score or reference classification to evaluate
results and surgical reparation of patella’s tendon lack of large series. At the
functional plan our patient is satisfied to have obtained his autonomy (Parker’s
score was 7) despite the residual flessum. This would be related to the delay in
diagnosis. The delay in surgical management is a major prognostic factor [16]
[17].

4. Conclusions
The bilateral rupture of the patella’s tendon remains a rare pathologic entity,
which seems always associated to a particular field. The diagnostic delay (and
then of the care) is a bad prognostic factor. The management of this old form
(unknown) is exclusively surgical with difficulty of repositioning the patella.
The best treatment remains an early diagnostic of those ruptures at the initial
stage.
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